


NEEDED GADGETS 
FOR THE GAME

1. Tablet

2. City map /offline/

3. English dictionary /offline/

4. QR codes

5. QR code reader application

6. Lifesaving package - something to drink and some snack



PLOT
Welcome kids! You are here, because

you are the best team chosen 

by the leaders!

We know many superheroes like Superman, Batman, the Avengers and X-men, they all working on saving good 

people, but there is someone else who needs help from you! Mother Earth needs you! She is in trouble. There is too 

much pollution, too many bad things here. You have several missions to complete! If you fail, you have to leave the 

planet...

OUR HOPES ARE IN YOUR HANDS! THIS IS OUR LAST CHANCE!

SO PLEASE, SAVE US, SAVE HER!



1. CLUE Solve it!

You have some old bag or suitcase, place it at the 1st statiton somewere, where they can easily

recognize it. 

In the suitcase kids will find some articles from a newpaper and pictures of pollution. 

They have to find out the collecting name of the things. 

THE ANSWER IS: POLLUTION

The teacher at the station has a phone. If they can answer the question they can get the QR-

code, with the GPS coordinates of the next station and the first peace of the puzzle. 





2. CLUE

Count and plan!

Kids get a blueprint of a „super mechanic air cleaner” and a list with the needed item with the

prices.  Their task is to count out the price of the needed item for the machine. 

There will be several cards with numbers on it… if they can count the amount of money correctly

they can get the card with the qr code of the next station and another peace of the puzzle. 



SUPER MECHANICAL AIR CLEANER

• YOU WILL NEED 1 HAMMER,  2 SCREWDRIVERS, 36 SCREWS,  23 RUBBERBANDS, 10 PIPES, 6 KNEE (PIPES), 6 FILTERS, 1MOTOR, 6 

BLUE CABLES, 2 RED CABLES, 2 TURBINE. 

• HAMMER 3 EUROS PIPE 10 EUROS

• SCREWDRIVER 2,5 EUROS KNEE (PIPE) 15 EUROS

• SCREW 1 EURO FILTER 6 EUROS

• RUBBERBAND 1 EURO MOTOR 190 EUROS

• BLUE CABLE 1 EURO TURBINE 1 50 EUROS

• RED CABLE 1 EURO



SUPER MECHANICAL AIR CLEANER



3. CLUE
MISSING ANIMALS!

Here the kids have to find 10 pictures about animals hidden around the station somewhere…. After

collecting them all, they have to find one common thing what they can say about these animals. 

Endangered animals or animals in danger

You need printed pictures about these animals:

1. Elephant, 2.Tiger, 3. Rhino, 4. Blue whale, 5. Gorilla, 6. Panda, 7. Sea lions, 8. Giant tortoise, 9. 

Polar bear, 10. Sloth

If they can find out their collecting names, they can get a card with the QR code of the next station and 

a new piece of the puzzle. 



4. CLUE

BE SELECTIVE – LIVE SELECTIVE

We have 6 big boxes 1for organic, 1 for the plastic, 

1 for the batteries, 1 for the paper,  1 for the glass and 

1 for metal waste. The tast is to collect the waste

around the station, if they can select them, they can get

the card with the QR code of the next station

and another piece of the puzzle. 



5. CLUE
We need some preparation before the game! We need a plastic toy dinosaur… you have to hide a 

sentence in each dino, make a small hole in it.  You can cut the sentence as many piece as you like. 

Than you have to make a gesso stone and hide the dinosaur in it, like on the picture…. 

Don’t regret the past just learn from it! 

If they can put the words in the correct order, they can

get the next qr code and a new piece of the puzzle

Don’t Regret The past Just Learn From it!



6. CLUE

We need clean water!

Kids have some materials, their task is to use the best things to get some clean water. Like in the link 

below. 

Https://www.Youtube.Com/watch?V=iaphotz7rza

If they can make clean water…. They can get the new QR code and a new piece of the puzzle. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IAphOtZ7RZA


7. CLUE
Save a life!

We have a person who has some injury…. (Not real one but fake blood and scar or

something)

Their task is to use the items in the emergency boksz to care the injury. 

Clean the wound

Disinfect it

Bandage it

If they can fulfill the task they can get the QR code and the new piece of the puzzle. 



8. CLUE – FINAL STATION!

At the last station, they can get the last piece of the puzzle… their task is to put the pieces together… 

they get a picture of the place of the hidden treasures! 

They can go and find that place near at the station. 

We can put some chocholate coins and some other sweets in it and a paper which says that they

could save the world!


